Reference Books

REF BL 245 .H57 2000  The History of Science and Religion in the Western Tradition: An Encyclopedia
REF G 1000.2 .S8 2000  Sky Atlas 2000.0 Companion
REF Q 125 .C482 2002  Chronology of Science: From Stonehenge to the Human Genome Project
REF QA 47 .M315 2003  CRC Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulae
REF QB 15 .C35 1999  The Cambridge Concise History of Astronomy
REF QB 63 .C56 2006  Pattern Asterisms: a New Way to Chart the Stars
REF QB 64 .B665 2006  Human Vision and the Night Sky
REF QB 64 .M623 2000  The Data Book of Astronomy
REF QB 64 .P37 2000  A Field Guide to the Stars and Planets
REF QB 88 .P46 2005  Care of Astronomical Telescopes and Accessories
REF QB 500.262 .A54 2000  Encyclopedia of Space Exploration
REF QB 521 .S64 2004  Sun Observer's Guide
REF QB 637 .J63 2004  Earth From Space
REF QB 981 .F68 2006  The Cosmos: A Historical Perspective

Circulating Books (Can be checked out; located in the circulating collection.)

F 1435.3 .C14 M55 1999  Star Gods of the Maya: Astronomy in Art, Folklore, and Calendars
QB 15 .A75 2004  Archives of the Universe: A Treasury of Astronomy’s Historic Works of Discovery
QB 36 .H75 M58 2005  On the Cosmic Horizon: Ten Great Mysteries for Third Millennium Astronomy
QB 43 .J47 2002  Seeing in the Dark
QB 43.2 .B45 2001  On the Cosmic Horizon: Ten Great Mysteries for Third Millennium Astronomy
QB 44.2 .C65 2001  Heavenly Errors: Misconceptions About the Real Nature of the Universe
QB 44.2 .G758 1998  Origins: Our Place in Hubble's Universe
QB 44.3 .J58 2002  Bad Astronomy: Misconceptions and Misuses Revealed
QB 63 .C7 2002  Celestial Objects for Modern Telescopes
QB 63 .M66 2001  Stargazing: Astronomy Without a Telescope
QB 64 .D533 1998  NightWatch: A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe
QB 471.7 .B85 S3513 2002  Flash!: The Hunt for the Biggest Explosions in the Universe
QB 500.24 .O87 2001  Our Universe: The Thrill of Extragalactic Exploration as Told by Leading Experts
QB 521 .M23 2003  How to Observe the Sun Safely
QB 524 .O34 2001  The 23rd Cycle: Learning to Live With a Stormy Star
QB 541 .S65 2001  Eclipse: The Celestial Phenomenon that Changed the Course of History
QB 601 .S63 2005  The Planets
QB 661 .J88 2004  
QB 755 .B48 2002  
QB 801 .K24 2001  
QB 820 .D67 2002  
QB 843 .B55 2003  
QB 843 .S95 K57 2002  
QC 6.2 .O5 2002  
TL 789.8 .U5 D44 2005  
TL 789.8 .U6 M4523 2001  
TL 3026 .M82 2005

Jupiter: The Planet, Satellites and Magnetosphere
Meteorites: A Journey Through Space and Time
The Little Book of Stars
Distant Wanderers: The Search for Planets Beyond the Solar System
The Black Hole at the Center of Our Galaxy
The Extravagant Universe: Exploding Stars, Dark Energy, and the Accelerating Cosmos
On the Shoulders of Giants: The Great Works of Physics and Astronomy
Deep Space: The NASA Mission Reports
Project Mercury: NASA's First Manned Space Programme
Big Dish: Building America’s Deep Space Connection to the Planets

Videos/DVDs (Located in the Audio-Visual section.)

Q 171 .H39 2001d
QB 43.3 .F55 2003
QB 43.3 .U543 1998
QB 44.2 .C683 2000
QB 500.268 .H87 1998
QB 791.3 .M67 2006
QB 981 .M9784 1997
QE 43.2 .A87 2002
TL 789.8 .U6 A523 1999

The Joy of Science  
Galileo’s “Dialogue”  
Understanding the Universe, What’s New in Astronomy 2003  
Understanding the Universe: An Introduction to Astronomy  
Cosmos  
Ultrasound II: Volume Ten, Cosmic Collision  
Hubble: Secrets from Space  
Most of our Universe is Missing  
Mysteries of Deep Space  
The Astronomers  
For All Mankind

Online Databases
Choose Article Databases on the Library’s Home Page and select Physical & Natural Sciences or General Subjects in the Databases by Subject section. The following databases cover topics related to astronomy:

Academic Search Complete  
MasterFILE Premier  
OmniFile Mega  
ProQuest Database Collection  
Science Resource Center

Web Sites

Astro Web: Astronomy on the Internet  
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/astroweb.html  
Astrobiology Magazine  
http://www.astrobio.net/news/  
The Astronomy Net  
http://www.astronomy.net/  
Yahoo! Astronomy Directory  
http://dir.yahoo.com/Science/Astronomy/  
NASA  
http://www.nasa.gov